
Q.P. Code: 18EC0403

Max. Marks: 60
PART-A

(Answer all the Questions 5 x 2 = 10 Marks)
a Define causal and non-causal systems.
b What is the Relationship between exponential Fourier series and trigonometric

Fourier series coeffi cients?
c What is the Relation between unit step and impulse response?
d What are the Properties of ESD?
e What is the Laplace Transform of Parabolic Function.?

PART-B
(Answer all Five Units 5 x 10 - 50 Marks)

Explain the classification of signals in both continuous time and discrete time with 10M
suitable examples.

OR
Check whether the following system is
(a) Static or dynamic (b) linear or non- linear 10M
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(c) Causal or non- causal (d) Time invariant or time variant
(i)d3y(t)/dt3+zd2y1t)ldt2+4dy(t)ldt+3y2(t):x(t+t)
(ii)d2y(t)/d t2 +2y (t) dy(t)/dt+3 ty(t):x (t)
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State and Prove any Five Properlies of the Fourier Series.

OR

Find the Fourier series expansion of the half wave rectified sine wave shown in figure.

*rt

a Explain the Filter characteristics of linear systems explain with neat diagrams 5M
b Derive the transfer function and impulse response of an LTI system 5M

OR
Signal x(t) : 2 cos 400rt + 6 cos 640Td. is ideally sampled at fs: 500 Hz . If the 10M
sampled signal is passed lhrough an ideal LPF u,ith a cut off frequeno, of 400H2,
what frequency components will appear in the output? Find the output signal.
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h
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State and prove the time convolution theorem wjth Fourier transforms.
Stat.e and prove the Parseval's theorem for pou,er signals

OR
Shorv that R(r) and ESD folm Fourier transfbrtl pair.
State and prove the frequency convolution tl-reorem with Four"ier transfouns
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10 a liincl thc inverse Z-translornr ol'X(z)- ,,t l( 3-4r.t+z 21.lLOU: zl>l
b I'iincl thc cc'rnvolution ol'thc scclucnccs

xr(n)-(1/2)'' Lr(n) and (1/3)" 2u(n)

OR
I I State and prove 1hc any f ive l)ropcrties Laplace 'l-rattslbrtr-t

>:< {< }i. F'Nl)* 1. r.
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